STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY
REGARDING WINDOWS® OS UPDATES
The Windows® operating systems on AtlasIED GLOBALCOM™.IP based products which
include the IP100 Series products and the DELL server platforms, are updated at the
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time of initial installation of the AtlasIED software with the latest AtlasIED approved
Windows® updates prior to shipment. The Windows® operating system on 1151 and
1152 server-based systems are updated at the time of initial installation of the AtlasIED
software with the latest, pertinent Windows® updates available at the time of the initial
software installation.

In either case, once the initial installation of AtlasIED software and Windows® updates
are complete, Windows® updates are then turned off. Additionally, AtlasIED does
not recommend automatic installation of future Windows® updates as this could
adversely affect system function or cause system restarts on its own. AtlasIED
periodically, or on any special as-needed basis, reviews security updates for Windows
IoT for our GLOBALCOM™.IP products, and releases update packages suitable for
off-line installation. Other versions of Windows®, such as Windows® Server, running
non-GLOBALCOM™.IP systems on hardware platforms such as Dell servers can be
updated if desired from standard Microsoft internet resources. If the owner of AtlasIED
system(s) elects to install additional Windows® updates, that owner is responsible
for all installation and testing of said updates. In the event that such update(s) cause
system functional abnormalities, AtlasIED can provide technical advice and assistance.

AtlasIED will solely determine when/if applicable charges for technical advice and
assistance will be applied. Out of warranty end users, and/or those not covered by an
Assurance Plan, will be assisted as technical support is available and applicable charges
for that technical support will be applied.
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